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We introduce the class of contraction algebras in which the algebra of infinite and finite 
terms is free over the set of variables. We develop a general theory of systems of equations 
at the level of categories in close connection with the Banach Principle of Contraction. Two 
applications of this theory are given. The first is the case of regular systems of equations with 
arbitrary terms. The second is the case of systems of equations attached to a context-free 
grammar (sometimes called ALGOL-like systems). Systems of equations with terms are used 
to extend the original unification algorithm of Robinson to the case of infinite terms. ‘7“ 1992 

Academic Press, Inc. 

The role played by infinite terms in theoretical computer science is well known. 
They are especially relevant to the semantics of programming languages and the 
theory of recursive program schemes (how their study arises in mathematical 
investigations of these branches of computer science is briefly discussed in the intro- 
duction of [S], for example). They are also used in logic programming (see the last 
chapter of [7]). 

While the study of finite terms involves only algebraic investigations, the study 
of infinite terms needs additional structures. These structures are most frequently 
partial orderings. However, some papers prefer to use topology instead of partial 
orderings (see [ 1,2]). Courcelle’s papers [S, 61 use both topology and partial 
orderings. 

The main purpose of our paper is to give a topological method based on the 
Banach Principle of Contraction for solving regular systems of equations which 
involve infinite terms. Following the general ideas of this method, we develop an 
abstract theory of systems of equations using category theory. An application of 
this theory to context-free languages is also given. Another purpose of our paper is 
to extend the classical unification algorithm to the case of infinite terms. 
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A basic fact in universal algebra asserts that the algebra of finite terms over a set 
of variables is freely generated by these variables. A similar characterization of the 
algebra of infinite terms is also necessary. This is done in the second section in the 
framework of contraction algebras, and it is more general than those of [S] 
because we impose no topological conditions on morphisms. 

Fixed-point techniques are frequently used in mathematics for solving different 
kinds of systems of equations. Our abstract categorical theory of systems of equa- 
tions (which is developed in the third section) tries to unify different methods based 
on the Banach Principle of Contraction which are used to solve systems of equa- 
tions in theoretical computer science. The regular systems of equations with infinite 
terms and the systems of equations attached to context-free grammars are discussed 
as instances of this general theory. We thus obtain results of existence and unique- 
ness for the solutions of systems attached to context-free grammars, which are 
similar to those of [2,5,6, lo]. We also briefly discuss a property of solutions of 
regular systems of equations with infinite terms which is similar to the continuous 
dependence on parameters of the differential equations’ solutions. 

The aim of the last section is to extend the original unification algorithm of 
Robinson [ 111 to the case of infinite terms. Almost all techniques developed in the 
previous sections are used here. The existence of the most general unifier of any two 
unifiable infinite terms on a finite set of variables (a result which also appears 
in [S]) is obtained as a corollary of the correctness theorem for the unification 
procedure presented here. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

The purpose of this section is to introduce some of the basic notions which we 
use in this material. We mention that, despite the fact that all our notations are 
consistent with classical set theory, composition of functions (or arrows in 
categories) is written in the diagrammatic order. Usually, we will omit any symbol 
for composition. 

1.1. A Formal Definition of Terms 

Let o be the set of natural numbers and o* be the collection of all finite strings 
formed with natural numbers. If n~o *, let In( be its length. The empty word is 
denoted as 1. The notion of term (or total labeled tree), as it is known from 
theoretical computer science, can be formally defined (see [ 1, 51) using the notion 
of total (unlabeled) tree. 

(1) DEFINITION. A tree is a set TE w* which satisfies: 

(i) if new*, iEW,andniETthennETandforallj<i,jEmwehavenjET. 
(ii) for all n E o* the set {i E w: niE T} is finite. 

A tree TG o* is- finite (infinite) iff it is a finite (infinite) subset of o*. 
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FIG. I. Tree. 

EXAMPLE. The tree 1 *0 u 1* is infinite (see Fig. 1). 

Let S2=Ukcw 52, be a ranked set of symbols and ar: D + o be the arity function, 
that is ar (52,) = {k}. 

(2) DEFINITION. A term over the ranked set 52 is a function t: dam(t) + Sz which 
satisfies: 

(i) dam(t) is a tree, and 
(ii) for all nEm*,card(iEcx niEdom(t)}=ar(t(n)). 

A term t is finite (infinite) iff dam(t) is a finite (infinite) tree. 

EXAMPLE. Let O,= {t}, Q, = (cr), and Q, = 4 for all n #O, 2. The term 
t: 1*ou 1* --) {t, CJ} defined by t( liO) = t and t( li) = 0 for all ie o is infinite (see 
Fig. 2). 

When we do not specify otherwise, by a term we mean an infinite or a finite one. 
In the material which follows we seldom make direct reference to this formal defini- 
tion, preferring instead the intuitive understanding of a term. All the arguments 
presented can easily be formalized. Let X be a set of symbols of variables 
(ar(X) = (0)) and Z: be a set of function (operation) symbols. We define Term,(X) 
to be the set of terms over Cu X (suppose C nX= $; otherwise said Term,(X) 
is the set of all C-terms over X). Similarly, T,(X) is the set of all finite Z-terms 
over X. 

FIG. 2. Term. 
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FIG. 3. A primitive operation on terms. 

1.2. The Algebraic Structure of Terms 

Term,(X) can be regarded as a Z-algebra in a natural way, as follows (see also 
Cl, 51): 

for all UEC and t,, t2, . . . . t,,(,)e Term,(X) let 

(i) dom(o,(t, ... tar(,))) = (A} u T(tl) u . . . u T(t,,,,,), where we denote 
T(t,)= ((i- l)n: nEdom(ti)} for all iE Car(o)] 

(ii) oAtI . . . tar(,))(~) = c and for each iE Car(a)] we define 

0 AtI . . . L(o) )((i- 1)n) = ti(n). 

The correctness of this definition is assured by the fact that dam(t) is a tree and 
property (ii) from the definition of terms is verified. Figure 3 suggests the E-term 
obtained after applying the operation 0 to t,, t,, . . . . tar(,) E Term,(X). 

1.3. The Topological Structure of Terms 

Any Z-term over X can be viewed as a subset of w* x (2 u X) which satisfies 
some properties corresponding to the fact that t is a function and to properties (i) 
and (ii) from the definition of terms. 

If we denote M,=((u,~)Eo*x(L’uX): lul=k}, let a(t,,t,)=inf{kEw: 
Mk n (tI dt2) # 4) for all t,, t, E Term,(X), with t, # t2. Intuitively, the function a 
shows us the minimum depth where t, and t2 do not coincide. We may thus define 
a metric on Term,(X) by 

d,(t,, tz) = 1/2’(‘19’2) if t, # t, and d,(tI, tz)=O if t1 = t,. 

This metric space was perhaps first explored in [ 11. Fundamental properties of this 
metric space are also discussed in [2, 5, lo]. Among the most important of them 
are the followings: 

(i) (Term,(X), dT) is compact iff Z and X are finite 
(ii) d, is an ultrametric 

(iii) (Term,(X), d,) is the completion (in the metric spaces-theoretic sense) 
of the metric space of finite terms 

(iv) d, is bounded (i.e., sup{d,(t,, t,): t,, t,ETerm,(X)} <co). 
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Recall also (from [ 11) the notion of “truncation at depth n” of a C-term t, which 
we denote “t. We introduce a new variable I which shows to us that a branch will 
be cut in truncation. Thus, define “: Term,(X) + T,(Xu { I } ) as 

(i) dom(“t)= {mEdom(t): [ml <n+ l> 
(ii) if m E dom(“t) then “t(m) = t(m) iff Irnl <n and “t(m) = I iff /ml = n + I. 

Note that the sequence (“t}n,,, converges to t. 

1.4. The Category of Topological C-Algebras 
The algebraic and topological structure introduced on Term,(X) joint elegantly 

and usefully in the sense that the C-operations of Term,(X) are continuous. 

(3) DEFINITION. The triple A= (A, {c~}~~~, 7,) (for short (A, Z,, zA)) is a 
topological C-algebra iff 

(i) (A, ZA) is a C-algebra 
(ii) (A, zA) is a topological space 

(iii) for each g E C the operation bA : Aa’@’ -+ A is continuous (concerning to 
the topological product). 

Topological groups, rings, fields, etc., are just classical examples of topological 
algebras. 

If the topology tA is induced by the metric d, we shall denote the topological 
algebra (A, C,, TV) as (A, C,, dA). 

Let TALg, be the category which has topological C-algebras as objects and 
continuous C-morphisms as arrows. 

(4) Remark. (Term,(X), .Z, d,) is a topological Z-algebra. 

Proof We have only to observe that for any c E E and for any t,, t’, , . . . . 
t ar(n), C,(,, E Term,(X) we have 

dr(cT(t, ... t .r(,,h OT(fl ‘. . tHrc,J) G l/2. max{d,(t,, tl): iE Car(a)]}. 1 

We denote this topological C-algebra by TERM,(X). 

2. THE Z-ALGEBRA OF (INFINITE) TERMS IS FREE 

The purpose of this section is to give a characterization of TERM,(X) as a free 
object (in a category-theoretic sense) over the set of variables X. 

As it is known, the C-algebra of finite terms, T,(X), is freely generated by X (in 
the category Alg, of C-algebras). This basic fact is not true in the case of arbitrary 
terms (which could be infinite). In this case the topological structure of terms is 
useful. 

Before noting some fundamental facts about the joining of algebraic and 
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topological structure on Term,(X), let us note that if Xi, ie [n], are metric spaces, 
so is X=X,x ... x X, when the metric on X is defined by 

dX((Xl, . . . . x,), tx;, . . . . XL)) = max{dX,(xj, xl): in [n]}. 

As we saw, (i) the metric d, introduced on Term,(X) is complete and bounded by 
1, and (ii) for each cr~C, 

This suggests the characteristics of the structure which we are looking for: 

(5) DEFINITION. A contraction Lzlgebra is a topological Z-algebra (A, CA, dA) 
in which 

(i) the topology is induced by the metric d, which is complete and bounded 
(ii) the algebra’s operations verify a property of “contraction;” that is, there 

exists 0 c q c 1 such that for all Q E 2 and a,, a;, . . . . uarcaJ, a&,) E A we have 

dAa,(a, 3 ...y uard oA4, ...y 4,(d) 

G q . d((a, 7 . ..> a,,,,,), (4 3 . . . . 4,(,,)). 

Thus, TERM,(X) is a contraction C-algebra. Contraction algebras appear also 
in [S, 63 under the name of contracting magmas. The fundamental difference 
between these notions lies at the level of morphisms. Maps of contraction 
C-algebras are just Z-morphisms, thus no topological condition is imposed. Maps 
of contracting magmas are restricted to be uniformly continuous (see [S] ). 

Let CAlg, be the category whose arrows are the Zmorphisms between contrac- 
tion C-algebras. Thus, in our framework, topology is not used as a structure, only 
as a tool. 

Before the characterization of term algebras as free contraction algebras some 
notations are needed. Assume that A = (A, C,, dA) is a contraction Z-algebra. If 
cp: X-t A then we denote by cp*: T,(X) + (A, C,) the unique extension of cp to a 
Z-morphism. If I is the new symbol used in truncation then let q’: Xu {I > -+ A 
be an extension of rp. Note that the C-morphism (p’*: T,(Xu {I}) + (A, Z,) (the 
unique extension of cp’) is an extension of cp *. Let q be the contraction coefficient 
of A and M be the bound of dA (that is M=sup{d,(x, y): x, YEA}). 

(6) LEMMA. For all n, p E w and for all t E Term,(X), 

d,(cp’*(“t), q~‘*(“+~t))<q”.M. 

Proof: By induction on n. 
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For n = 0, by definition of M we have dA(cp’*(‘t), cp’*(pt)) GM. We may assume 
that dam(t) # {A}, since if t, say, is the trivial term XE X or UEC~, we have 
n+lf=n+‘+pf. Thus t=a,(t, , . . . . t,,(,,), where (T = t(n). For each mew-- (0): 
mt = G~(“‘- ‘t,, . . . . m- ‘&,)). Thus, 

= dA(v’*(~Ant,, “‘, “L(,,))Y v’*(cJAn+ “f, , ..‘3 n+ Pt,r(,,))) 

= d,(a,(cp’*(“t,), . . . . cp’*(“L,,,)), ~.4(4f*(n+Pfl)r “‘5 cp’*(n+pL,c,,))) 

dq.max{d,(cp’*(“t,), (p’*(n+pf,)): in Car(o)]}. 

Applying the induction hypothesis, for n+ 1, we have dA((p’*(n+‘f), (~‘*(‘+~+‘t)) d 
q.q”+=q”+‘.M. i 

(7) PROPOSITION. Let dl, fj2: TERM,(X) + A be Z-morphisms. Zf for each 
x EX h(x) = h(x), then 4, = h. 

Proof: Reasoning as in Lemma (6) it is easy to prove that for each n E o and for 
all t E Term, (X): d, (4 1 (t ), &( t )) < q” . M. The conclusion follows immediately. 1 

The following “universal” theorem is the basic result of this section. 

(8) THEOREM. TERM,(X) is free over X in CAlg,. 

Proof. Suppose A = (A, C,, dA) is a contraction Z-algebra and cp: X-+ A. We 
must show that there exists cp#: Term,(X) -+ A an unique extension of cp to a 
C-morphism (see Fig. 4). It s&ices to prove only the existence part of the theorem 
(the uniqueness follows from proposition (7)). For each t~Term,(X) we define 
q#(t)=lim,,, cp’*(“t). To show the correctness of this definition one must prove 
that lim, _ n q+*(9) exists and it does not depend on q+(t). 

From Lemma (6) {(p’*(nt)}n.w is Cauchy. The limit exists since the metric d, is 
complete. Assume q” is another extension of cp in 1. Using the same technique as 
in Lemma (6) and Proposition (7) we have dA((p’*(“t), cp”*(“t)) < q” -M, for each 
n E o. It immediately follows that lim, _ co cp’*(“t) = lim, _ 3c I”*. Therefore, the 

FIG. 4. The universal property of free contraction algebras. 
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definition of cp # is correct. Now, we prove that cp # is a C-morphism. Assume CT E C 
and t,, t,, . . . . tar(,) E Term,(X). Then 

cp#(a,(t, 7 .--3 Lr(,,)) 

= lim cp’*(nor(tl, . . . . t,,(,,)) n-cc 

= lim (p’*(OT(n- It,, . . . . + lt,,(,j)) n-m 

= lim ~A(4f*(ntl), . . . . cp’*(“t,,(,,)) 
n-m 

= (I~( lim cp’*(ntl), . . . . lim (p’*(nt,,(,j) 
n+m n-r* 

= fJAcp#(t1), -..3 cp”(Lr(LT,)) 

(since flA is a continuous operation). 1 

However, cp # is automatically continuous: 

(9) PROPOSITION. Any Z-morphism cp #: TERM,(X) + A in CAlg, is uniformZy 
continuous. 

Proof As in Lemma (6) one can easily prove by induction on a(t,, t2) that if 
t,, t2 o Term,(X) then 

dA(rp#(tl), q#(t*)) < qa(“,r2). M. 

It follows that cp # is uniformly continuous. 1 

Using Proposition (9) we obtain the characterization of term algebras as free 
contracting magmas, which is done in [S], as a corollary of Theorem (8). 

If X and Y are sets of variables then, in the virtue of the following corollary, 
we may identify the functions X + Term, ( Y) with the C-morphisms TERM,(X) + 
TERM, ( Y). 

(10) COROLLARY. Zf cp: X+Term,(Y), then there exists (px: TERM,(X) + 
TERM,( Y), a unique extension of cp to a Z-morphism. Moreover, cp # is uniformly 
continuous. 1 

3. SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS 

In this section systems of equations with arbitrary terms (which could be infinite) 
are studied. 
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FIG. 5. Solution of a system of C-equations with parameters. 

Informally, a system of Z-equations over X (the set of unknown variables) is a 
set of equalities {x = s x: x E X}, where s, are C-terms over X. When X is finite and 
s XE X, are finite C-terms, it is well known that such systems generate regular 
(&ional) Z-terms, that is terms with a finite number of distinct subterms (see, for 
example, [2,3, 563). Based on Theorem (8) we may define the solution of 
a system of C-equations in A = (A, C,, d,), any contraction Z-algebra, to be a 
function f: X-+ A which makes the sides of the equations equal, that is, for all 
XE X, f(x) =S#(sX), where f”: Term,(X) --+ A is the unique extension of f 
to a C-morphism. In this form, they are studied in [S] under the name of 
generalized regular systems. An extensive study of these systems has also been 
made in [6]. 

We consider the more general case of parameters. Assume that Y is a set of 
parameter-variables, with X n Y = 4. In this case s, E Term, (X u Y) and we speak 
about solutions corresponding to different interpretations of parameters in a 
contraction C-algebra A, i.e., g: Y + A. 

(11) DEFINITION. A system of C-equations over X with parameters Y (Xn Y = I$) 
is a function s: X -+ Term,(Xu Y). A solution ofs in A (any contraction C-algebra) 
for g (g: Y + A any interpretation of parameters) is a function f: X + A such that 
f = s( f, g ) # (see Fig. 5), where (f, g ) is the tupling of functions f, g; that is 
(f, g)(z)=f(z) iff z~Xand (f, g)(z)= g(z) iff ZE Y, and (A g)” is the unique 
extension of (f, g) to a C-morphism. If A = TERM,( Y) and g = 1 y (the identity), 
then f is named principal solution. 

EXAMPLE. Let 0 and r be operation symbols having arity 2 and respectively 0 
(r is thus a constant). Let y be a parameter-variable. Consider the system 
xi = a(~,, y), x2 = a(~,, t). The function f(xl) = a(o(o(rr(..., T), y), T), y), f(xZ) = 

o(a(a(a(..., y), z), y), r) is a principal solution of s. 

3.1. Systems of Equations in Categories 

The theory of systems of equations could be formalized at a higher level of 
abstraction, that of category theory. 

For any category C we always denote by ICI the class of its objects, and for any 
objects A, BE ICI by C(A, B) the set of arrows A -+ B. 

Let C be a category, let SET be the category of sets, and let U: C --+ SET be a 
right adjoint functor (see [S]); that is, for each set XE (SET\ there exists an object 
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U(A) 
FIG. 6. The universal property of VA’. 

VXE ICI and an arrow vX: X+ U( IQ’) such that for each object A E IC( and arrow 
f: X-t U(A) there exists a unique arrow f #: VX+ A such that qxU(f “) = f (see 
Fig. 6). 

This general framework permits us to define categorically the systems of equa- 
tions and their solutions. Let X be a set of unknown variables and Y be a set of 
parameter-variables with Xn Y = qi 

(12) DEFINITION. A system of equations over X with parameters Y is a function 
s: X+ U(V(;r’u Y)). A solution of s in A (any object of C) for g: Y+ U(A) (an 
interpretation of parameters) is a function f: X+ U(A) such that sU( (f, g) #) = f 
(see diagram of Fig. 7). 

(13) LEMMA. Zff: X-, U(A) and h E C(A, B) then (f U(h))# = f #h. 

Proof f U(h) = qxU(f #)U(h) = qxU(f “h). But f U(h) = rjxU((f U(h))#). 
Therefore, from the uniqueness of “extension” of f U(h) we deduce f #h = 
(f U(h))#. I 

(14) PROPOSITION. Let s: X+ U( V(Xu Y) be a system of equations. Zf f is a 
solution of s in A for g and h E C(A, B) then f U(h) is a solution of s in B for gU(h). 

Proof It is obvious that (f, g)U(h)= (f U(h), gU(h)). We also have 
fU(h) = sU((f, g>#)U(h) = WC6 g># h). But (<.A g>U(h))# = C-6 g>” h 
from Lemma (13). Therefore, f U(h) = sU( (f U(h), gU(h)) x ) and we may deduce 
that f U(h) is a solution of s in B for gU(h). i 

Definition (12), Lemma (13), and Proposition (14) appeared in this general form 
in [3], where the theory of iterative systems of equations from the partial ordered 
sets point of view is developed, obtaining results concerning the least solution of a 
system. 

-U(A) 
FIG. 7. Solution of a categorical system of equations with parameters. 
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Here, by introducing two axioms in connection with the Banach Principle of 
Contraction, we develop the general theory of systems of equations from a 
topological point of view. Thus, no order is imposed on the collection of systems. 
We obtain results of existence and uniqueness for “ideal” systems’ solutions. Ideal 
systems must be finite and must satisfy a certain property depending on the 
intended application and which is connected with the possibility of applying the 
Banach Principle of Contraction (this idea is formalized by the Second Axiom). 
This property is named “the Ideal property,” at the level of categories having an 
abstract meaning. For example, in the particular case of systems of equations with 
terms our Ideal property is just what is commonly known as the “Greibach condi- 
tion for regular systems” (see [S, 63). 

(15) DEFINITION. The system s: X+ U( V(Xu Y)) is ideal iff X is finite and s 
verifies the Ideal property. 

The First Axiom. For each object A E ICI, U(A) has a structure of complete 
metric space. 

Thus if X is finite or the metric on U(A) is bounded, one may introduce the 
product metric on U(A)X (the set of functions X-+ U(A)): 

45 g) = sup{d(f(x), g(x)): x E Jf). 

The Second Axiom. Let s: X+ U( V(Xu Y)) be a system satisfying the Ideal 
property. For each A E ICI and for each interpretation of parameters g: Y -+ U(A) 
the mapping (pi, g : U(A) X+ U(A)X defined by cp”,,,(f) =sU( (f, g)“) is a proper 
contraction of metric spaces. 

(16) PROPOSITION. Under the hypothesis of the First Axiom, zf X is finite then the 
product metric on U(A)X is complete. 

Proof: Let if,),,, be a Cauchy sequence in (U(A)X, d). Therefore, for each 
x E X the sequence { fn(x)},E, is also Cauchy. Let f (x) be the limit of { f,,(x)},,t, 
(since U(A) is complete). It immediately follows that lim,, oc f, = f (since X is 
finite). 1 

The following result is the goal of this paragraph: 

(17) THEOREM. Let s:X-+U(V(Xu Y)) b e an ideal system of equations over X 
with parameters Y. For each A E ICI and g an interpretation of parameters, there 
exists a unique solution of s in A for g. 

Proof From the First Axiom, Proposition (16), and since X is finite one may 
deduce that U(A)X is a complete metric space. From the Second Axiom the func- 
tion f H sU( (f, g) # ) is a proper contraction. Applying the Banach Principle of 
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Contraction it follows that f~ sU( (f, g) #) has an unique fixed point; that is, s 
has a unique solution (see Definition (12)). 1 

We denote by sfa,, this unique solution, and by S+ the principal solution of s (that 
is the solution in VY for v],, the interpretation of parameters). From Proposition 
(14) and Theorem (17) follows 

(18) COROLLARY. SL,,=s+U(g#). 

This corollary says that it suffices to find only the principal solutions of ideal 
systems. Any other solution could thus be found by interpreting the parameters of 
the principal solution. 

In fact, the Principle of Contraction yields some further information. Thus, it 
says that the solution of an ideal system may be found as the limit of the sequence 
fo,f,,fi, . . . ..L . ..> wheref,EU(A)* andf,,, =sU((fk, g)#), kEu. 

The following paragraphs of this section are devoted to some applications of this 
general theory. The first case inspired the above in this abstraction. 

3.2. Systems of Equations with Terms 

We fit this case into the general theory. Let U: CAlg, --) SET be the forgetful 
functor which sends each contraction Z-algebra to its underlying set (forgetting 
about the algebraic and topological structure) and each Z-morphism to its under- 
lying function. U is a right adjoint functor by Theorem (8), I’X being TERMZ(X) 
and qX being the canonical inclusion. By definition, the underlying set of a contrac- 
tion Z-algebra has a complete metric space structure. 

(19) DEFINITION. Let s: X+ Term,(Xu Y) be a system of Z-equations over X 
with parameters Y. It satisfies the Ideal property iff s(X) n X= 4. 

The condition s(X) n X= d of the previous definition is very similar to the 
Greibach condition of [S, 61. 

The following proposition shows us that the Second Axiom is also satisfied. 

(20) PROPOSITION. Let s: X+ Term,(Xu Y) be a system of C-equations ouer X 
with parameters Y satisfying the Ideal property. For each contraction C-algebra 
A = (A, Z,, dA) and each interpretation of parameters g: Y + A, the mapping 
(Pi& .AX+AX defined by C,,g(f)=s(f, s># is a proper contraction of metric 
spaces. 

Proof: First of all, observe that AX has indeed a metric space structure since the 
metric dA is bounded. Assume fi, f2 E AX. 

4vsA,g(fi), vsA,g(fzN 
=&(f,, g>#, s<fz, s>#) 
=w{dA(f,, g># (s(x)), <fz, g>" b(x))):x~W. 
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Let q be the contraction coefficient of A. For each x E X, s(x) = o,(t,, . . . . tartrr)) or 
s(x) = y, y E Y, since s(X) n X= 4. Since the case S(X)E Y does not make any 
trouble, we may assume s(x) = gr(t,, . . . . t+,,). Therefore 

dA((fl, g># (s(x)), (f2, g># (S(X))) 

G4~max{dA((fl, s>” (ti), (fi, g># (ti)): iE Car(a)li. 

We use the obvious remark that if t E Term,(X u Y) then we have 
dA(<fly g># (th (fi, g>" (t)) d su~(d,(f,(x),f,(x)):x E W = 4fi3f2). The 
conclusion follows immediately. 1 

Applying the general theory we obtain the following result (which was also 
obtained in [S] using the same fixed-point technique, but in a simplified version 
involving no parameters): 

(21) THEOREM. Let s: X-+ Term,(Xu Y) be a system of C-equations, such that 
X is finite and s(X) n X= 4. For each contraction Z-algebra A andfor each g: Y + A 
there exists s:, g: X -+ A Q unique solution of s in A for g. If st: X + Term,( Y) is the 
principal solution of s, then s’,, R = stg #. m 

EXAMPLE. Let Z = {a, a}, a E C,, G E C,. Consider the equation x = 0(x, y) with 
the parameter y. If g( y) = a is the interpretation of the parameter y in Term,, if we 
choose fO(x) = a, and if we define fk + l = s(fk, g)” then we succesively compute 
fi(x) = o(a, a), f?(x) = ~(a, ~(a, a)), . . . . Thus the solution of s in TERM, for the 
interpretation of y as a is lim, _ m f,(x) = ~(a, ~(a, . ..)). 

Ideal systems of equations with terms have a property of approximation similar 
to the continuous dependence on parameters of the differential equations’ solutions. 
The end of this paragraph is devoted to this property. 

Thus, since ideal systems over unknown variables X and parameter variables Y 
are just functions X -+ Term,(Xu Y), they also form a metric space (a subspace of 
the product metric space Term, (X u Y)x). The following proposition establishes 
that given any contraction C-algebra A and any interpretation of parameters 
g: Y + A the mapping which sends each ideal system s to its unique solution .r:, R 
in A for g is uniformly continuous. 

We denote by q the contraction coefficient, by M the bound of the contraction 
C-algebra A, and by log the logarithmic function log,: (0, co) + R. 

(22) PROPOSITION. Let s, s’: X + Term,(X u Y) be ideal systems. Then 
d(s:,,,~:,,)~(l-q)~‘.q~‘~~~(~‘~‘).M. 

Proof. We prove by induction on k E o that for any L f ': X-r A we have 
d((cp;,,)k (f), (v;,,)~ (f’))<qk.d(f, f')+ (1 +q+ ... +qk~‘).q~‘ogd(s,s’J .M. Let 
kbe 1. 
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G 4v-q g(f), cp;;, &Jf’)) + 4cpi. Jf’), cpi, ,(f’)) 
~q.d(f,f’)+sup{d,((f’, g)#(s(x)), (f’, g)#(s’(x))): =X1 
~q.d(f,f’)+q-‘“gd(s,s’).M 

(since if d(t, t’)=1/2” then dA((f’, g)# (t), (f’, g)” (t’))<q”.M for any 
t, t’ E Term, (Xu Y)). For k + 1 we have 

d(((PSAJ+’ (f )Y (d,g)k+l (f’)) 

~q.d((cp”,,,)k(f),(4D~,g)k(f’))+q-10gd(s,s’).M 

G4 kfQ(~f’)+(l+q+ . . . +qk).q-‘ogd(sJ’).M. 

Now since ((p;,g)k(f)+~i,g; (cp&)(f’)+s’i,,; qk+O and l+q+ ... +qk+ 
(1 - q)-l we have the desired result. 1 

We can thus approximate the solutions of systems involving infinite terms by 
solutions of systems which involve only finite terms. 

3.3. Systems of Equations Attached to Context-Free Grammars 
In this paragraph we give an application of the categorical general theory of 

systems of equations (section 3.1) to the theory of formal languages. 
Let A+ be A* - {A}, that is the set of all finite strings (words) with elements 

from A, but without i (the null word). The collection of all subsets of A+, that is 
P(A+), is a semiring when addition and multiplication are 

L,+Lz=L,vLz 
and 

L,L,=(w,w,:w,EL,,w,EL,}. 

A natural metric can be defined on B(A+) by similarity with the metric defined 
on terms (see [2,6, lo]). Consider M, = {w E A + : (w( = k} for each k E o, and let 

a(L,,L,)=inf{k~o:M,n(L,dL,)#~} for any L, #L,, L,, L,EP(A+). 

If L,= L, define d(L,, L,)=O and if L,#L, define d(L,, L,)= 1/2a(‘rXL2). Recall 
from [2, 6, lo] that this metric is complete and bounded, too. 

‘p(A+) 
FIG. 8. The universal property of 9(X+). 
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f \ A>>” 
?(T+) 

T 

FIG. 9. Solution of the system of equations attached to a context-free grammar. 

Assume that C is the category of topological semirings of the form 
(B(A + ), u, ., d) with arrows being semirings’ morphisms, but which commute with 
arbitrary union. Let VX be (9(X’), u,., d) and qX be { }X, where { },(x)= (x} 
for each x E X. Let U: C -+ SET be the forgetful functor. U is right adjoint since for 
each f: X + $?(A + ) there exists a unique “extension” off to a morphism of semi- 
ringsf”: P(X+) + @‘(A + ) which commutes with arbitrary unions (see Fig. 8). 

Suppose that G = (N, T, P) is a context-free grammar with non-terminals N, ter- 
minals T, and productions P (but with no “start symbol”). Let p: N -+ q( (N u T) + ) 
be the system attached to G, where p(x) s (N u T) + is the set of right-hand sides 
of the productions in which x is the left-hand side. This classical way of attaching 
systems to context-free grammars is also used in [4,6, lo]. We are interested in 
finding principal solutions for these systems (see diagram of Fig. 9). 

In order to tit these systems into the general theory, we must establish the precise 
meaning of the Ideal property. 

(23) DEFINITION. The system p attached to the context-free grammar G satisfies 
the Ideal property iff G has no productions x + A, x E N nor x -+ x’, x, x’ E N. 

The following proposition shows us that the Second Axiom of the general theory 
is also satisfied: 

(24) PROPOSITION. Assume G = (N, T, P) is a context-free grammar with no 
production x + 1, or x -+x’, x, x’ EN. Let p be the system attached to G. Then the 
mapping (~o:p(T+)~ -+ cY(T+)~ defined by cpc(f) = p(f, { },)” is a proper 
contraction. 

Proof supposef,,f,E8(T+)N,f,Zf2. d(cp,(f,),cp,(f,))=d(p(f,, { WY 
P(f2r { )~)~)=~w{d<f~, { },>” (p(x)), (fi, { },>” (p(x)):x~N}. Let l/2”= 
d(f,, fi) = w-G(f,(x),f,(x)): XEN}. This means that Mknf,(x)=M,nf,(x) for 
eachx~Nandk~n,whereM,={w~T+:~w~=k}.Assumei~{1,2}.Then 

Mk n (fi, { 1 A# (P(X)) 

=M,“( U (hfi, { I,)” ({w),) wtp(x) 
= U Wkn <fifi, 1 1,)” ({WI)). 
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Suppose that w= t,xlt, . ..x.t,, tiE T*, X~E N. Then 

CL> 1 >T>” (W)” {t,}f,(x1)...f,(x,){t,). 

Since G has no productions x + A or x -+ x’, x, x’ E N, it is obvious that 

an <flv { >A” (bd)=Kn (f2, { >A” (W) for each k<n+ 1. 

Therefore M,n (f,, { },)" (p(x))=M,n (fi, ( },)" (p(x)) for each k<n+ 1, 
that is 4cpo(fl)~ Mf2Z)) G l/2”+ ‘. I 

Now we may apply the general theory. For each XE N denote by L(x) the 
language generated by x. It is well known that L: N + g( T+) form a principal 
solution for p. Thus, from Theorem (17) a classical result follows (see [4, 6, lo]; 
in [6, lo] the same topological fixed-point technique is used): 

(25) THEOREM. pt = L, that is the languages generated by the non-terminals of 
the context-free grammar G = (N, T, P) having no productions of the form x + A or 
x+x’, x, x’ EN form the unique principal solution for the system attached to G. 1 

One can also compute in the limit the languages generated by the non-terminals 
of the (ideal) context-free grammar G using the Contraction Principle: 

EXAMPLE. Let G = ({x}, {a, b}, { x + ax, x + b} ) be an ideal grammar. The 
system attached to G is defined by p(x) = ( ax, b}. Let be X0= (a} (arbitrarily 
chosen) and X, + 1 = {a} X, u {b}. We succesively have 

Xl = (a’, b}, X2 = (a3, ab, b}, . . . . X, = {a’+‘, an-lb, . . . . ab, b}, . . . . 

Therefore lim, _ o. X, = a*b is indeed the language generated by x. 

4. UNIFICATION OF INFINITE TERMS 

In this section we approach the unification of arbitrary terms (which could 
be infinite) using the theory of equations with terms which was developed in 
Section 3.2. 

The problem of unification for finite terms (which is of crucial importance for 
automated theorem proving) was first solved in [ 111. Today unification theory is 
an important branch of theoretical computer science (see the excellent survey on 
unification [13]). While some works extend unification to equational theories 
[13], higher-order theories [ 133, or certain classes of infinite terms [S], other 
papers are trying to improve the complexity of unification algorithms [9]. 

4.1. The Most General Unifier 

The notion of a most general unifier plays a central role in any unification theory 
(see [13]). We naturally extend the classical notion of most general unifier (see 
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[Ill) to the case of infinite terms, following the general ideas of [12] where 
categorical foundations of unification are discussed. 

If X is any set of variables and A = (A, x,, dA) is any contraction z-algebra, then 
byf#: Term,(X) + A we shall always understand the unique extension off: X-r A 
to a C-morphism TERM,(X) -+ A. 

(26) DEFINITION. A unifier of t,, t, E Term,(X) is a function .f: X + Term,( Y) 
such thatf”(t,)=f#(t,). 

A most general unifier of t r, t2 is a unifier U: X+ Term,(Y) such that for each 
unifier u: X --+ Term,(Z) there exists a unique y: Y -+ Term,(Z) with t’ = uy”. 

The following remark is addressed to those readers familiar with [ 121: 

Remark Observe that the most general unifiers of infinite terms are just 
coequalisers in the Kleisli category determined by the monad defined in SET by the 
right adjoint forgetful functor CAlg, + SET. For example, since coequalisers are 
unique up to isomorphisms, the uniqueness (modulo renaming variables) of the 
most general unifiers is assured. The requirement of Definition (26) on y to be 
unique was made in order to interpret the most general unifiers as coequalisers and 
it is only a condition of minimality of the set Y of variables. 

We need a technical definition: 

(27) DEFINITION. Let t, #t, be infinite C-terms over the set of variables X. 
Define DIS(t,, t2) (the disagreement set of t, and t2) to be {t,, t2} iff t,(A)# t2(i) 
and DIS(t’;, tz) iff t,=a,(t: . ..t4’(“)). t,=a,(t~...t~(“‘) for some 0~2 
(t,(A) = t,(A) = a) and k is the least natural number such that t’; # t$. 

This is just an extension of the notion of the disagreement set which is used by 
Robinson unification algorithm (see [7]). 

If XE X and t E Term,(X), t #x, then let (x/t)+ be the principal solution of the 
equation x = t having X- {x} as parameter variables. Denote by [x/t]+: X -+ 
Term,(X- i-x}) the extension of (x/t)+ defined by [x/t]+ (z) = z for each z #x. 

(28) PROPOSITION. Let x E X and t E Term,(X), t # x. Suppose that each oariable 
from X- {x} occurs in t. Then [x/t]+ is the most general unifier of x and t. 
Moreover, if u is a unifier for x and t, then u = [x/t]’ u#. 

Proof. [x/t]+ is a unifier of x and t by construction (as an extension of the 
principal solution of x = t). 

Let u be any unifier of x and t. Denote by [x/t]: X-, Term,(X) the function 
defined by [x/t](x) = t and [x/t](z) = z for z #x. We have: 

([x/t] u”)(x) = u”( [x/t](x)) = u”(t) = u(x). 

For each z # x we also have 

([x/t] u”)(z) = u”( [x/t](z)) = u#(z) = u(z). 
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Thus [x/t] U# = U, therefore, [x/t]# U# = u#. We deduce that for each now, 
u# = [x/t]#” u#, and we also know that [x/t] + (x) = lim, _ o. [x/t] #n (x). Applying 
these facts and the continuity of substitutions (see Proposition (9)) we obtain: 

([x/t]+ u”)(x) = u#([x/t]+ (x)) = u”(Hl~mm [x/t]“” (x)) 

= lim u”( [x/t]#” (x)) = lim u#(x) = u”(x) = u(x). 
“-CC n-m 

Also ([x/t]+ u”) = u#([x/t]+ (z)) = u”(z) = U(Z) for each z # x. Thus 
l4 = [x/t]+ u#. 

It remains to observe that, since any symbol of variables from X- {x} occurs in 
[x/t]+ (x), the restriction of U# to Term,(X- {x}) is the unique C-morphism u 
such that u = [x/t] + V. Thus, [x/t] + is indeed the most general unifier of x and t. 1 

4.2. The Unification Procedure 

In this paragraph we give a unification procedure for finite and infinite terms. 
This procedure is an extension of the classical unification algorithm of [ 111 to the 
case of infinite terms. The difference between the unification procedure, which is 
presented here, and Robinson’s original unification algorithm of [ 111 consists in 
the following fact: when the unification of a variable x with a term t in which x 
occurs is needed, our procedure does not stop, but simply “resolves” the equation 
x = t in Term,(X- {x} ) and continues the unification. 

The input of our procedure is formed by t, and tZ, two arbitrary L-terms 
(possibly infinite) over the set of variables X We suppose that each variable of X 
occurs either in t, or t,. 

1. Set k = 0, X0 = X, and u,, = the canonical inclusion XE Term,(X). 

2. If ~k#(tr)=~k#(tJ then stop (1) [* uk: X+Term,(X,) is the most general 
unifier of tr and t, *]. Otherwise let DIS be the disagreement set of u:(t,) and 
uk” (t2). 

3. If DIS contains no variables then stop (2) [* t, and t2 are not unifiable ~1. 
Otherwise let x be a variable from DIS and let t E Term,(X) be the other element 
ofDIS. Set Xk+,=Xk-{x} and u~+~=u~[x/~]+~, increment k and go to 2. 

It is obvious that if X is finite then the procedure terminates since each applica- 
tion of step 3 eliminates one variable. The correctness of the unification procedure 
is assured by the following result: 

(29) THEOREM. If un@ation procedure stops at (1) then uk is the most general 
unifier for tI and t,. If it stops at (2) then t, and t, are not unzyiable. 

ProojI If t, and t, are not unifiable the procedure cannot stop at (1). If the 
procedure stops at (2) it means that it must unify two C-terms, which are not 
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variables and with different stop symbols, which is impossible. Thus, it suffices 
to show that if t, and t2 are unifiable and the procedure terminates, then the 
procedure finds a most general unifier. 

Assume 8: X -+ Term, ( Y) is a unifier for t, and t,. We prove by induction on k 
that for each k E w there exists a unique yk: X, + Term,( Y) which verifies 
H = u,y,#. 

For k=O it is obvious (yO= 0). 
For k+l we have ~~+,=u~[x/t]~#. We define yk+i:Xk+,-+TermZ(Y) to be 

the restriction of yk to X,, i. Then uk+ , yk#+ i = uk[x/t] + # yk”, , . For proving that 
e = u k+, yk#+ , it suffices to show that yk = [x/t]+ yk”, i. Let z E Xk, z #x be any 
variable: ([x/t]’ yk”, ,)(z) = yk#+ i(z) = yk+ ,(z) = yk(z). For X, observe that yk is a 
unifier of ~k#(t,) and ~k#(t*), therefore, for the elements of DIS(uf(t,), uk#(t2)) 
(which are x and t) too. Applying Proposition (28) it follows that yk = [x/t]+ yf . 
Since x does not occur in [x/r]+ (x) we deduce that 

(L--dfl+ Yk”, 1 )(x) = yk#+ *( [x/t]+ (x)) =yk#([X/tl+ lx))= y/Ax). 

Thus [x/t]’ yk#+ i = yk. 
We also observe that uk(z) =z for any ZEX, (by induction on ke (0). This 

implies the uniqueness of yk (yk(z) must be e(z) for each z E X,). i 

Since our procedure works with infinite terms it cannot be directly implemented 
in the form we presented here. But one can transform it for computing in the limit 
using Proposition (22). 

As observed, when the set of variables X is finite the procedure terminates. We 
obtain the following result (which appears also in [S]) as a corollary of the 
previous correctness theorem: 

(30) COROLLARY. rf t,, t, are unfiahle C-terms (possibly infinite) over the finite 
set qf variables X, then there exists a most general unifier qf t, and t,. 1 

In [S] a unification algorithm for regular terms is given. Our unification proce- 
dure could be effectively used to compute unifiers for regular terms, and that it 
could also be used to compute unifiers for other classes of computable infinite 
terms. 

If the set of variables X is infinite then there exist cases when t, and t, are 
unifiable but the unification procedure does not stop. The following example makes 
this fact clear: 

EXAMPLE. Let X= {xi: iEw}, C= {a}, ar(cr) = 2, t, = a(~,, 0(x2, a(~,, . ..))). 
t, = @(x2, 0(x3, a(~,, . ..))). If t, and t, are the input for the unification procedure, 
then for each k E o we have uk(xi) = xk + i, ie [k] and uk(xi) = xi, i > k. But there 
exists a unifier for t, and t,, for example the solution of the equation x = a(x, x) 
in Term,. 
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